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A
ABSTRACT

We conducted an experimen
W
nt to investigatte objective annd
s
subjective
aspeects of two pen
n-based interacction techniquees,
s
sketch
and dragg-and-drop, on
n a tabletop dispplay. To provide
a concrete tesstbed, we dev
veloped a sim
mulated Incideent
C
Command
Syystem (ICS) that allows operators in a
c
command
centter to populatee a tabletop diisplay map wiith
c
critical
incidennts. We reporrt here on soome of the key
e
empirical
resuults and hig
ghlight the importance of
u
understanding
basic usabilitty issues in new interactioon
techniques. Wee would like to discuss the im
mplications of thhe
e
empirical
resultts and get feed
dback in the posster session.

Figu
ure 1. (a) tabletoop structure (b
b) application on
n a tabletop
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Incident Comm
mand System (ICS), tabletoop display, peenb
based
interfaces, sketch, drag-and-drop.

The laayout of the application iss shown in Figure
F
1b,
includiing a 1600x14400 pixel mapp panel, a misssion panel
that annnounced incom
ming events, and
a two types of symbol
menus: a symbol legeend that listed all symbols inn one panel
and a symbol tree that categoriized the sym
mbols in a
traditioonal hierarchiccal tree-structuure style. The main task
was to mark several emergency inccidents on a map
m using a
set of 20 symbols (F
Figure 2). Twoo existing inpuut methods
were developed
d
in order
o
to mark an incident: sketch
s
and
drag-annd-drop (DnD)). In sketch inpput mode, a sym
mbol could
be locaated by drawinng it directly on
o the map. An
A existing
sketch recognizer [77] was used too replace draw
wn symbols
with syymbol images.. Symbol classsification perfoormance of
the skeetch recognizerr was 97% in a 10-fold cross-validation
test wiith 2760 samplles drawn from
m 46 people (each person
producced 3 samples for each of 200 symbols). In DnD input
mode, incident symbbols could bee marked by dragging
d
a
symbool from a symbool menu to the map.
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H5.2.
User Inteerfaces: Input devices
d
and straategies.
INTRODUCTIO
ON

There have beeen many appro
T
oaches to desiggning a computter
s
supported
woorkspace for safety/time-critical decisioon
s
support
system
ms, including those using novel
n
interactioon
techniques (e.gg., sketch, vo
oice, gesture, or multimodaalb
based)
[2,4,7]. However, field professionaals in such areeas
s
still
seem to prefer a co
onventional ‘ppen and papeer’
w
workspace
andd are reluctant to adapt to coomputer system
ms,
p
perhaps
becausse current worrkspace designns do not fit thhe
w they workk [3]. This im
way
mplies a need for
f a systemattic
innvestigation of usability issues in new
n
interactioon
techniques. Too this end, we
w implementted a computter
s
simulated
enviironment for an
a Incident Coommand Systeem
(ICS) on a pen-based large
l
tabletopp display. We
W
innvestigated a variety
v
of subjective and objeective aspects of
p
pen-based
inteeraction techniiques, specificcally comparinng
s
sketch
and dragg-and-drop input methods.

EXPER
RIMENT

Thirty--six right-handded participantss ranging in agge from 1947 (M=
=25.4, SD=4.66), volunteered for this studyy, and were
compeensated with tw
wo free movie tickets.
t
After participants
p
compleeted a demoggraphic surveyy indicating their
t
prior
experieence with relevvant technologgy, they were introduced
to thee tabletop sysstem and hadd a practice session to
familiaarize them withh sketch and DnD input.

Large-scale diisplays have shown to im
L
mprove operattor
p
performance
onn spatial taskss [8], which is
i crucial in thhe
c
context
of an ICS. To prov
vide such an environment,
e
w
we
b
built
a custom
m tabletop [1] (Figure 1) thaat included foour
p
projectors
withh a combined display of 25560x2048 pixels.
T display is projected
The
p
onto a digitizer whhich uses a styllus
a an input deevice. Projected displays weere mechanicallly
as
a
aligned
so that they produced
d a single seam
mless display arrea.
P
Pen-coordinate
es were transslated to dispplay-coordinattes
u
using
a pre-com
mputed 3x3 plaanar homography matrix [1].

Figure 2. 200 symbols used in the applicatiion

1

The experiment used a partially-crossed mixed repeatedmeasures ANOVA design, with input mode and sketching
complexity as within-subject variables, and frequency of
use as a between-subject variable. The dependent variables
included task completion time, location errors, and
subjective preferences. Input mode compared different
levels of recognition accuracy (75%, 90%) as well as
different interaction techniques (sketch, DnD). The four
factor-levels were (a) sketch input with 75% accuracy rate,
(b) sketch input with 90% accuracy rate, (c) DnD input with
symbol legend, and (d) DnD input with symbol tree. In
order to precisely control the recognition rates, the test
sessions used a simulated recognition engine. Sketching
complexity, measured by drawing time, was considered to
be an important factor since it can significantly affect
objective performance as well as subjective attitudes. The
20 symbols were grouped into five symbol groups, to make
up four factor-levels. Frequency of use was considered to
be an important factor because those symbols that are used
more frequently will be easier to remember, thus
influencing objective performance and subjective attitude.
It had three factor-levels, low (used once in a session),
medium (3 times), and high (5 times).

Figure 3. Task completion time (s) for (a) input mode, (b)
complexity, and (c) frequency. Error bars indicate 95% CI.

symbol location can be catastrophic in a time/safety-critical
system because entire teams and resources could be
inappropriately allocated to erroneous locations.
Participants indicated their preferences by rating the four
input methods at the end of the experiment. Overall, DnD
input methods were significantly preferred over sketch
input methods (p<.001). Many participants commented that
it was tedious to repeatedly draw the same symbol, while
repeatedly dragging the same symbol from a menu was not.
However, the result could be different if the scenarios were
more realistic (i.e., if more symbols from the set of 200
were needed). Some participants suggested that copy-andpaste of symbols within the map would be more time
efficient to repeatedly generate the same symbols.

RESULT, DISCUSSION, AND FUTURE WORK

The omnibus ANOVA revealed that all three factors had
significant main effects on task completion time (input
mode:
=199.9, p<.001, sketching complexity:
,
=11.6,
p<.001,
and frequency of use: , =30.2,
,
p<.001). Overall, the two DnD input methods were about
two times faster (M=8.4s, SD=.2) than the two sketch input
methods (M=15.2s, SD=.4). There was a significant
interaction effect between input mode and sketching
complexity ( ,
=5.6, p<.001) and a marginally
significant effect between input mode and frequency of use
( , =2.1, p=.058). As expected, the time delta between
sketch and DnD increased as sketching complexity
increased ( Δ =5.1s, Δ =5.3s, Δ =7.2s, Δ =9.7s), and
decreased as frequency of use increased (Δ =8.2s, Δ =6.2s,
Δ =6.0s). One intriguing implication of these results is that
for simple-to-draw, easy-to-remember symbols, sketch
input can be competitive because operators do not have to
scroll through an extensive menu. It is important to note
that we used a small set of 20 for experimental control, but
the actual set numbers approximately 200 [6], in which case
task completion time in DnD would likely scale in a similar
fashion.
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